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HISTORIC NEUTRALIA: A VIEW FROM THE NORTHERN TIER
This month local Neutral researchers have a chance to
learn about the descendents of the London area prehistoric
peoples. Our President, Paul Lennox, will be enlightening
us with a slide show that will "bogle" your mind!
Meeting time is 8:00 P.M. on Thursday, November 10 at
the Museum of Indian Archaeology. Let's see another good
turnout!
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EXECUTIVE REPORT

Paul, Rob, George and Linda held a lengthy meeting in London on
October 20 to discuss Chapter business. It's that time of year again
Nominations for election to the executive are being accepted until the end
of November,
Our Nominating Committee consists of Bob Mayer and Linda
Gibbs, so interested members are requested to contact either person at the
upcoming meeting, at a Thursday night lab or by mail. The election will be
held in December and the results will be announced at the Chapter Christmas
Party (more of this later).
Recent progress on the Symposium volume was discussed, while plans
are also underway to publish a Southwestern Ontario Point Types brochure
or wall chart. Finally, Paul represented our Chapter at the October 28
O.A.S. business meeting in Toronto. Members should be able to read about
the fate of the Simcoe Chapter in the next issue of Arch Notes.

NEWS FLASH: With a membership of 107, London's is the largest chapter in the Society
SOCIAL REPORT

The O.A.S. Annual Symposium in Toronto last weekend was well attended by
Chapter members, while we were also well represented in the program. Rob Pihl and Mike Spence presented a paper synthesizing all the most recent information
concerning the Early and Middle Woodland peoples of Southern Ontario. Yours
truly discussed the Prehistoric Iroquoian and Younge Traditions.
Another Symposium success involved the sale of KEWA back issues, as
close to 80 copies were sold across the table. We have yet to tally up sales
through mail orders. Special thanks to Linda, Wayne, Neal and George who did
such a great sales job!

CHRISTMAS PARTY 1983
This year's bash should be a beauty, eh! George Connoy has generously
offered to host our party on Saturday, December 17 at his home in St. Thomas.
Rumour has it this will be the best yet and more details will be provided next
issue.

Chapter labs are on again! All former members of the Peachy's Benevolent
Society are encouraged to come out each Thursday at 7:00 P.M. A variety of
activities and training will be offered, catering to the personal interests of
participants.

Mr. Gary Warrick has submitted this month's research article:

,

IN CASE OF FIRE: BURNED LONGHOUSES IN A NEUTRAL VILLAGE
GARY WARRICK

INTRODUCTION

In the summers of 1978 and 1979, the author conducted excavations at
the Fonger site (AhHb-8), a precontact (i.e. protohistoric) Neutral village
near Brantford, Ontario (see Figure 1 for site location). The purpose of
the project was to acquire community pattern data for an M.A. thesis
(Warrick 1983). As excavations proceeded, an unexpected village pattern
emerged - a downright chaotic one! There seemed to be superimposed pits and
posts, overlapped houses and palisade rows everywhere - features characteristic
of Glen Meyer, not Neutral, villages (see Fox 1982).
After months of analysis, an explanation finally came to light - pit
and post data revealed that about half of the Fonger village had been destroyed
by a major fire. This discovery prompted further questions about Iroquoian
house fires: how can they be identified and reconstructed from archaeological
evidence, how common were they, and what were the potential causes and what
are the implications of house fires for Ontario prehistory? This short paper
provides some preliminary answers.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
There are several lines of evidence that suggest a fire partially
destroyed Houses 8, 11 and 14 and portions of the eastern stockade of the
Fonger village (see Figure 2 for Village plan).
(1) The close proximity of the burned houses and palisade sections
implies that the fire was a single event.
(2) Each of the three burned houses possess significantly greater
proportions of ash and charcoal-filled interior support features
than unfired houses (Table 1), and virtually every wall post of
these structures was ash-filled. Ash, fire-reddened soil and
charred wood were concentrated in a 6-7 cm deep concavity in the
tops of pits and posts of the burned houses.
Experimental burnings of reconstructed Iron Age longhouses in
Denmark produced abundant ash and charcoal on house floors and resulted
in ash and charcoal concentrations in post holes (Coles 1973: 64-67).
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(3) The three burned longhousescontained significantly more serviceable
chert cores, unused chert blocks and fired ceramic waste than the
unburned houses of the west village (see Table 2 and 3). Moreover, the
ash deposits of support features ("slash pits") yielded a diverse
inventory of artifacts, including European metal items, useable lithic
tools, portions of clay pots, personal ornaments (bone and shell beads)
and gaming stones (polished quartzite pebbles).

Mode of abandonment and clearing operations can explain the observed
archaeological patterns. Residents of a burning longhouse would have had only
a couple of minutes to salvage useable tools and personal possessions (see Coles 1973)
and the heat generated by the fire (on the order of 700 - 900°C) would have
been more than sufficient to bake clay potting waste that lay scattered around the
dwelling. Clearing burned house floors would have involved removing charred posts
and filling in the holes with ash, charcoal and artifact-bearing debris. While
some personal possessions may have been recovered after the fire, most domestic
equipment would have been destroyed or lost.
In general, prehistoric dwellings that have witnessed destruction by fire

Table 1
Frequency of ash-filled
slash pits in Fonger site houses
•Houses

Slash pits
with ash

Houses 8,11,14
(burned nouses)

22

Unburned houses

10

G .. = 28.182, df=l,
aoj.

Slash pits
without ash

61

p< 0.005

often contain complete and serviceable tools, whole pottery vessels, caches
of valuables and stored foodstuffs .e.g. burned wattle-and-daub houses from the
Southeast U.S. (Hally 1981) and Mesoamerica (Winter 1976) and Neolithic villages
in the Middle East (Kirkbride 1968).
DISCUSSION
A "real archaeologist" is never satisfied with just the fie'ldwork, discovery
and analysis of data. To him/her, that is merely the first stage of research the "sciencing" part of archaeology. Once a past phenomenon has been identified,
a "real archaeologist" normally asks a series of questions concerning that
phenomenon: is it unique, when did it occur, what caused it and what relevance
does it have for Ontario prehistory and archaeology in general? I would like to
answer each of these questions with reference to the Fonger site fire.
Were house fires in Iroquoian villages rare events?

No; house fires were relatively comnonplace. According to seventeenthcentury explorers and missionaries, Iroquoian houses were basically "fire-traps".
In 1615, Champlain (Biggar 1922-36, 3:125) noted that Huron houses were spaced
three or four paces apart to minimize the spread of house fires. Sagard (Wrong
1939:95) observed that houses frequently caught fire, prompting individuals to
protect their personal valuables by burying them beneath house~floors (one pit
in House 14 of the Fonger site contained a cache of personal equipment and a
chipped lithic tool kit). The Jesuits reported (Thwaites 1896-1901, 10:169) that
house fires were common and document several village conflagrations. For example,
severe droughts in the summer of 1635 made Huron longhouses "almost as susceptible
to fire as matches" - at least three villages burned to the ground that summer
(Thwaites 1896-1901), 8:105). While measures were taken to prevent fires, eyewitness
accounts make it clear that once a house was burning, the occupants simply stood
around and watched the "fireworks" (Thwaites 1896-1901, 14:43-45).

Table 2 Distribution of serviceable
chert cores in Fonger site houses
Houses

o.j

Burned houses (Houses 8, 11 and 14)

30

Unburned houses

14

Total

44

X2adj-

=5.11,df=l,

0.01 < p < 0.025

Table • 3 Distribution of fired ceramic waste
in the Fonger site
Village sector

o-j

West village

23

East village

55

Total
X 2ad ,

.
= 12.32, df = 1,

78

p < 0.005

When did the Fonger Fire occur?

The answer to this question has two parts: seasonality and stage in
village history. Dispensing with seasonality, there was a curious absence of
charred cultigens (e.g. corn) in the burned house floors. If the houses had
caught fire in the fall or winter, large quantities of stored corn would have
been burned. On the other hand, in the late spring or summer, houses would have
contained little corn. Therefore, the Fonger houses were likely destroyed in
the spring or summer months (see Hally 1981 for similar observations concerning
burned Mississippian houses).
With regards to village history, low wall post densities in the rebuilt
houses (House 3, 10 and 13) of the site indicate that the village fire happened
in the latter stages of site occupation.
/
What caused the fire?

There were three potential causes of house fire among the Ontario
Iroquois: accidents, prisoner torture and warfare.

Accidents likely caused the majority of longhouse fires. Longhouses
were highly flammable structures, particularly in the dry season. Lightning
strikes or carelessness around central hearths (through cooking activities or
festivities such as Ononnaroia) might have set walls alight. However, most
Iroquoian house fires probably started from sparks catching on dry, soot-blackenec
ceilings (exactly this form of accident resulted in the destruction of a
reconstructed Neolithic house in Denmark (Coles 1973: 63-63).
Occasionally, prisoners were tortured inside houses and made to walk
through the central hearths. Conceivably, a prisoner in this situation could
effect an escape by scattering coals against the house walls, in hope of
setting them on fire (Trigger 1969). It is doubtful that this caused the
Fonger fire - prisoners were normally tortured in the principal villages and
in any event, it is difficult to believe that a house could be successfully
burned down in this manner.
Prior to the introduction of European weaponry and military strategy,
Ontario Iroquoians did not attempt to burn villages to the ground
(Heidenreich 1978:386); it is only in historic times that palisades and houses
were targeted for destruction (Wrong 1939:92). Because Fonger is a precontact
(i.e. circa A.D. 1600-1615) site, it is unlikely that a Mascouten attack was
responsible for the village fire.
Reconstructing the Fonger fire, assuming that the village conflagration
was accidental and that prevailing northwest winds were blowing, the fire
probably began in House 8, spread to House 11 and 14 and then to the palisade.
Subsequent clearing of burned house floors and rebuilding can account for
the observed village plan.
CONCLUSIONS
What implications does the Fonger fire have for Ontario archaeology?

Over the last decade, several Neutral village sites have seen partial
excavations, resulting in the floor plans of dozens of houses. Significantly,
every excavated Neutral village contains at least one example of a burned
longhouse: Southwold (House 14) (Smith 1977); Hamilton (House 1 wall partly
burned, possibly House 3) (Lennox 1981); Walker (House 11) (Wright 1981);
Hood (House 1 and possibly House 8) (Lennox 1978); Christiansen (Houses 1, 4E/4W,
5,6) (Fitzgerald 1982). In one case (i.e. Walker site), the investigator failed
to recognize the archaeological indicators of burnt longhouses - numerous
charcoal/ash-filled posts and pits, high artifact content, serviceable tools
and valuables.

Increasingly, archaeologists are becoming aware of the importance of site
formation processes (see Schiffer 1976). Catastrophic processes are assumed to
be rare and therefore tend to be ignored. However, this paper has demonstrated
that Iroquoian villages were prone to conflagrations and that a considerable
number of longhouses may have entered the archaeological record not through
gradual decay, but through rapid destruction by fire. It is obvious that decay
and destruction will lead to very different artifact patterns. For this
reason, no archaeologists engaged in community pattern or living floor research
on Iroquoian sites should ignore the possibility of burned houses.
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NINETEENTH CENTURY NOTES
SMOKEHOUSES

Thomas Kenyon

In the nineteenth century many farmers built smokehouses to
enable them to cure their meats. Usually located near the farmhouse, they were constructed in a variety of building materials
and techniques. Today most of these buildings have disappeared
or have been abandoned. Illustrated here (A to D) are different
examples of existing, though no longer in use, smokehouses
that are located in Haldimand and Norfolk Counties.
A-a cut stone smokehouse located on Irish Line near Decewsville. It is 7'9" wide, 9'6" deep and about .8' high to the top of
the roof. B-this projecting roof, squared log building was built
by John Markle in 1810. He first used it to live in while he constructed a log cabin and it was used later as a smokehouse.
Located at the Windham Township Country Museum in Teeterville,
it is 8' wide, 11' deep and approximately 10'at the peak. C-located
on the Martindale farm at Mt. Healy, this red brick smokehouse
is 8' wide, 6' deep and about 9' high to the top of its hip roof.
D-of board and batten construction, this smokehouse is on the
Peart farm in Oneida Township. It is 6' wide, 8' deep and 6'6" to
the top of the peak. In the twentieth century both the stone (A)
and the brick (C) smokehouses were occasionally used as a
children's playhouse.

MR. ROTH'S SMOKEHOUSE, NEAR BYNG, DUNN TOWNSHIP

On August 19, 1973 on a farm near Byng, a Mr. Roth showed the
author a smokehouse that he had personally used until recent
times. The sides of the smokehouse (see illustration below) and
the floor were cast cement and the gable roof, wood and tar paper.
According to Mr. Roth, the meat (always pork) was butchered into
hams and shoulders and placed into a large barrel of brine. The
brine was composed of water, salt and salt peter. To determine
the right amount of salt to use in the water, a fresh egg was placed
into the mixture and when the egg floated to the top this would
indicate the right amount of salt for the water. The meat was left
in this mixture for six weeks, then taken out and allowed to dry
for a few days. Next, the meat was hung in the smokehouse and a
small fire of hickory or maple shavings was started in an iron pot
or receptacle. When the fire was reduced to red ashes, hickory
or maple sawdust was burned constantly for two weeks. After this,
the meat was removed and covered with paper or cloth, this was
a protection to keep the meat from vermin and decay. Mr. Roth
explained that when the meat was needed for the table it was
usually necessary to scrape off a green mould on the exterior of
the meat, this in no way affected the meat, indeed Mr. Roth repeatedly expressed his preference for the meat he had smoked than
the present type bought at the supermarkets. The meat was generally stored in an airy and cool part of the barn or in a fruit or
root cellar. In his area, the butchering was done around Christmas
time.
POLES FOR
SUSPENDING
MEAT

